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STAN MCCONNELL OF LOCAL BAND SANTAH WILL PERFORM AT INDI GO WITH DASTARDLY AND JARED 
BARTMAN 

 On April 28th at 8pm indi go will be graced with the amazing musical presences of Dastardly, Jared 
Bartman, and Stan McConnell of Santah. Admission is $7 for adults and $5 for students at the door. This 
show is open to all ages.  
 
"No Other Women is quite the ballad of a tune with commanding vocals and soaring riffs by Stanton McConnell, 
piano runs that are littered all over the place and smashing drums that keep the tune from flying too far into the 
abyss." 
-- FILTER Magazine 
 
http://www.myspace.com/santahhh 

‘BURY ME IN THE COUNTRY’ continues Dastardly’s exploration of modern Americana. The band pines for the days 
of The Carter Family and Jimmie Rodgers, but are still grounded in their urban surroundings: “Well, I’ve been living 
in the city / But when I die, mama won’t you bury me in the country,” sings frontman Gabe Liebowitz on “Dirtnap.” 
 
http://dastardly.bandcamp.com/ 
 
There is an old photograph of Jared Bartman, age two, standing in shortS, a blazer and a bow-tie, wildly strumming 
a child-sized plastic guitar. In the years that followed, Jared’s musical repertoire grew to include piano, accordion, 
and mandolin. Primarily influenced by gypsy-tinged bands like Beirut and Devotchka, Jared merges genres to 
create a sound that is all his own, combining Eastern European folk with classical arrangements and occasionally 
returning to his more blues-based roots. His versatility is best noted by his ability to create songs that vary from 
darkly dramatic to fast paced fusions of accordion and middle-eastern melody. Jared is currently supporting his 
latest release, Grinnin’ In Your Face, with shows throughout the Midwest and East Coast. A new full-length album 
will see release in late 2012. 
 
http://jaredbartman.bandcamp.com/album/grinnin-in-your-face 

 
### 
 
indi go Artist Co-Op was opened in April 2009 under the belief that “Visual Space Has Essentially No Owner”. It 
operates as a gallery, music venue, and performance space for artists, musicians, and performers in the 

Champaign-Urbana area. For more information please visit indi-go-art.com.  
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